Any collective activity requires a method for signaling the participants to start, continue, modify or end this activity. A musical ensemble, especially when accompanying dance and theatrical performances, is an important example of a group activity which needs a system of signals for communication among its members.
These cues are not to be confused with the actual introduc tion or opening melody (buka) to the gending proper which they precede. A buka, the solo instrumental or vocal introduction, indicates to the performers which particular gending is to be played. Generally each gending has its own individual buka, although various pieces may share one introduction.
The end of a gending or a change in its speed is usually indicated by special kendangan (drumming), percussive signals in the form of fixed drum patterns, the meaning of which is known to all musicians.
In the case of a dance or wayang per formance, the kendang player is cued in his turn through certain percussive signals by the dance leader, if not by specific ges tures and motions of the dancer himself, or by the dalang. Dance cues and other non-wayang cues are not examined further in the present paper.
The gamelan music for the accompaniment of wayang shows is not played at random. Although frequent in West Java (Sunda), in Central Java, wayang music is never played for its own sake, except occasionally in the bang olan (fun-poking) parts during the entrance of the clownish, beloved servants of the Pan<Jawa heroes. At that time only, these panakawan puppets may do some singing and dancing just for fun, often paraphrasing the Java nese or Indonesian top hit of the season. Otherwise all music, even the overtures, the interludes, and postludes, are strictly functional; music in the wayang show serves primarily a dramatic purpose, be it the numerous suluk (mystical solo recitatives which the dalang intersperses throughout in his performance) accompanied by a few instruments or the music for the entire gamelan that supports the dramatic action.
It indicates an atmosphere, it suggests certain important turns in the story (by way of the well-known agak-agakan melody), or it may stress the character and the mood of the dramatis personae (for example, gending the hopeless love of Gatutkatja). Or it may illustrate particu lar dramatic situations: such as, an encounter with the enemy, a meeting of the King and his advisers, the entrance of a cer tain guest in a certain KingTs palace, a discussion between a princess and her ladies-in-waiting, a descriptive narration of the splendors of a certain kingdom, or the joking of the clownish servants. Each of these situations calls for a specific gending or a gending from a certain class or type. It should be kept in mind, however, that in each specific dramatic situation, the dalang has a certain amount of freedom in the choice of the proper gending. The call for a certain gending depends entirely upon his artistic insight, his knowledge and experience.
At wayang kulit performances the musicians never take the initiative in their own hands.
Stageing, directing and con ducting are all done by one person: the dalang. During the performance, there are at his disposal various traditional ways in which he, being the director of the entire show, cues his musicians. These cues or signals, named sasmita, are expressed by the dalang either musically, visually or verbally.
Beating the Kotak: dodogan
To begin with the musical cues: during the whole wayang performance, the following single rhythmical motive, called in musician's slang derogdog, can be heard continuously:5
derogdog
The dalang produces it by beating (dodogan) the side of the kofakj the wooden almost empty chest in which the puppets are kept and transported; it is at the dalangfs left side during the performance.
In non-wayang music, notably at dance performances, the derogdog motive is used as a definite starting sign from the dance leader playing the keprak (a type of woodblock) to the musician whose task it is to play the introduction, or buka. At wayang performances, it is used as such, too, but the dalang also uses other means for starting the gamelan. Most gending in the wayang performance are started by quite different sasmita, . dodogan (hand 6. gedebog left and right or cues, combined with derogdog. Furthermore, derogdog is in serted in many pauses in the dalang!s speech, during his narra tions and at turns in the dialogue.
In the Surakarta style of wayang performance, those gending belonging to the quite distinct class of Ajak-Ajakan/Srepegan/ Sampak, which have a rhythmical buka instead of a melodic one, require special ways of dodogan by the dalang.
In this case, it is again the dalang who beats the cue; the signal is then taken over by the kendang player and from him by the rest of the gamelan.
If both the dalangTs hands are occupied in manipu lating the puppets (for instance, in a fight), he cannot beat the kotak by hand; he beats the signals instead with his right foot, which may or may not hold a special beater (tjempala), against the kepjak, a bundle of metal plates attached to the side of the kotak. To end these pieces (which are repeated over and over again throughout the performance) the dalang "dodogs" as follows:7
To end Ajak-Ajakan:
ajak-an: end 7 .
Singing the Musical Introduction: buka tjeluky buka swara
At the beginning of various other pieces, depending on the dramatic situation on the screen and the nature of the gending to be played, the dalang may give a vocal signal by singing, by him&elf, the introduction to the gending in question. This is called buka swara (introduction by voice) or buka tjeluk (intro duction by calling). The dalang may do so either as the objec tive narrator or as the impersonator of one of the wayang characters. The practice of a sung vocal introduction is not uncommon in non-wayang music; it may be sung by the pasinqlen (female singer), one of the members of the male choir (gerong) or one of the musicians.* 9 A wayang example is the opening phrase of lantj aran Tropongbang, as performed in wayang gedog at the Surakarta Kraton:10 Essentially, these are the musical signs by which the dalang, as director of the performance, cues his musicians and singers, signaling the start and the end of a gending and modi fying the tempo and volume of the gamelan.
It should be kept in mind that the knocking signals discussed above apply only to one specific, though frequently occurring, class of gending. But how do the musicians know when, and especially with which gencjing, to start in cases where no vocal introduction or beaten signal is given? Again it is the dalang who decides, without previous consultation, guided solely by his knowledge of music and his sense of drama.
Dramatic Situation or Position of the Puppets
There are a few exceptions, however, in which the musicians will not wait for a specific call from the dalang. At the very author also gives a short but interesting description of how changes in speed and volume in the gamelan in Srepegan and Sampak pieces can be derived visually from the position and actual movements of the puppets and the gunungan.
Ibid., pp. 1-2, 10-13. beginning of the performance, the musicians need only to look at the initial grouping (sumpingan) of the puppets, stuck in two dense rows at the right and the left side of the screen, to know without any warning from the dalang which opening gending to play. The order in which the dalang has his first puppets queued up at his left and his right hand before the actual show starts is in itself sufficient indication to the musicians, singers, and audience of the site of the opening scene and therefore which opening melody to expect. If the first puppet in the right hand row is King Kresna, for the overture (after the dalangTs derogdog), the gamelan will automatically play gending Karawitan Si. 6, implying that the first scene will be situated in KresnaTs palace at Dwarawati. On the other hand, the overture gending Kabor Si. 6 would mean that the first scene will be situated in King Sujudana's palace at Ngastina; it de pends upon the particular position of the puppets. These two examples demonstrate a visual cue for the musicians as well as an aural cue for the audience, since Karawitan = Kingdom of Dwarawati, and Kabor = Kingdom of Ngastina. 12. The dalang communicates privately only with his assistants, who help in sorting out the puppets. Otherwise even requests observe three ways by which he may indicate to his musicians which gending to play. For the Ajak-Ajakan, Srepegan and Sampak, the puppeteer knocks his wayang chest as indicated in the musi cal examples mentioned above; or the puppeteer himself may sing the introductory notes of the gamelan composition he wants from his musicians; in all other instances, the puppeteer utters a verbal cue in the form of a short phrase from which the musi cians can derive the name or title of the gamelan piece required. The verbal cues are given in the form of wangsalan and are the main concern of the present paper.
Cueing Verbally: the wangsalan-riddle
As the preceding discussion indicates, no puppeteer will ever resort to a direct request for the gamelan to play gending such-and-such; such blatancy would clearly ruin the performance. There is only one exception: during the banjolan-scenes, the tomfoolery of the servants amongst themselves or when meeting an opponent party, it often happens that A begs B to sing a certain song, or to dance to the melody of a certain gending which the puppet in question requests from the gamelan directly. The use of wangsalan riddles in daily speech and in pre vious wayang performances facilitates their understanding by the gamelan musicians. But, if by some unfortunate misunder standing, the wangsalan cue is missed or incorrectly interpreted, there is always the instrumental introduction as a guideline, since any experienced musician knows which gending belongs to which buka. Furthermore, musicians will unfailingly conclude at least which kind of gending will be required from the dramatic situation presented on the screen. Finally, it should be noted that dalang usually take their own gender player (the buka player par excellence) along. Such a steady companion, to whom may often be added his own kendang player, knows, from previous performances, the dalang!s routine and certainly his favorite wangsalan riddles.* These verbally phrased cues, which instruct the gamelan musicians not only when to start but also which music to play, are apparently standardized. They are announcements in the form of riddles spoken by the dalang, but not invented by him. As such, they are a part of the standard requirements for each dalang. 16. Hidding, Gebruiken en Godsdienst, p. 114.
On tembang
In earlier writings, this wangsalan cueing practice has either been mentioned in passing17 or else, when dwelt upon at great length, little more than a dozen examples taken from one wayang kulit lakon were given.18 1 9 * Since the author had the occa sion to observe personally the practice in present-day Javanese wayang performances and to note how very much alive this way of cueing a gamelan actually is, he thought it worthwhile to bring together a greater number of these wangsalan. 19. It should be added, however, that today gending and even sulukan recitations in the pelog tonality, originally exclu sively for wayang gedog, are being inserted in many wayang purwa performances. The gending lantjaran Tropongbang in p^log pafet nem is a case in point. It even seems to have superseded its slendro counterparts in most present-day wayang purwa performances. This "pelogization" of the wayang purwa seems to be coupled with an augmentation of the wayang-gamelan orchestra by more saron and, especially, the bonang. According to explanations given to the author by Javanese connoisseurs, this is largely due to influence from the wayang orang, which has always made ample use of both slendro and pelog as well of orchestras markedly larger than the traditional small wayang kulit gamelan. Today's much larger audiences may also be a crucial factor. The preceding fragment shows how the dalang, by means of a riddle cue, makes the transition from the Slendro Patet Nem sec tion to the Slendro Patet Sanga section. This requires a suluk which is sung while the wayang's only stage-prop, the gunungan, which still dominates the screen center, is manipulated. We are in between two scenes, two distinctly different parts of the entire performance, with an ominous fight just behind us. The few gamelan instruments needed for patetan (suluk accompaniment) then become silent, so that the dalangTs resumed narration can be heard clearly.
The next scene is announced and the illustrative music that goes with it is started by the <£alangTs wangsalan cue. The audience is attentive, because they have just been told that a scene will follow in which they will be shown the lovely country of Ngamarta and the five Pandawa brothers all at the same time. The gunungan is put aside now, leaving the screen free for the various puppets to enter. The enjoyable feeling of expectation is all the more enhanced by the beautiful popular composition Gambir Sawit, which Javanese audiences usually associate with the few things they value highest.
Like the scene which it antici pates, accompanies and, as it were, confirms (Ngamarta Palace and the Pandawa brothers), Gambir Sawit is ethically highly charged, and therefore the proper gending to play with this scene.
It is played neither too loud nor too fast, but at a pleas ant speed which may even cause some spectators to join the music with soft clapping. The gending seems to come as a relief after the preceding tense, coarse battle scenes which were accompanied over and over again with loud Srepegan and Sampak pieces.
Only when the rather energetic hero Gatutkatja enters is the speed increased, until the moment the dalang starts his long account of the splendors of the Ngamarta Kingdom. Then the gamelan volume is emphatically reduced to little more than a whisper, which lasts all through the narration.
Shortly after that ends, the initial speed and volume of Gambir Sawit are re sumed only to end on the last gong beat. The Ngamarta mood is firmly set. A new suluk recitative follows attaca, and only after this does the dalang start the dialogue between the puppets he has meanwhile carefully brought on the screen. During the dialogue, the gamelan remains silent at first, but then a guest arrives who has traveled far to reach the Palace in order to de liver his report on the previous battle. As soon as his voice is heard from outside the Court Hall, therefore, the gamelan starts Ajak-Ajakan to accompany the arrival of this guest. Dur ing the greeting ceremony which follows, the orchestra is again, rather abruptly, signaled to play sirep (softly) because the dalang has to make himself heard.
Greetings being over, however, the gamelan resumes full volume and can finish Ajak-Ajakan. Now the guest can start to recount what has happened, but not before another suluk has been sung as an expression of his hesitation.
Having given this brief sketch of the setting within which the wangsalan cues occur, the author now offers an alphabetical list of the gending with the cues which precede them. The list is as complete as possible; it does not, however, include either buka tjeluk or wangsalan used to change patet. The phrase con taining the cue is given in Javanese followed by an approximate English translation, given primarily to provide a better under standing for the non-Javanese reader. At the end of each example is a schematic summary describing how the cue word leads to the appropriate gending; in this summary an = means "synonymous with" and an * means "homonymous with." The lakon source for the phrase, given in brackets, refers to the list included at the end of the article. 
